FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Campogalliano, Italy – August 21st, 2018
Huddle Room Technology, provider of the most innovative Wireless Presentation Systems proudly announces the
appointment of Granteq as its value-added distributor in Dubai and GCC region.

HRT is the maker of Huddle Hub One, the first multi-session wireless presentation system in the Industry supporting
up to 4 concurrent sessions on the same hardware. Huddle Hub One supports both legacy-style (device to display)
for traditional meeting rooms use and an unprecedented BYOD scenario (device to device) for use in any physical
space of the corporate building including lobbies, lounges and open spaces.
Beyond enhancing the traditional presentation experience, lowering the cost per concurrent session and unleashing
new huddle spaces, HHO offers advanced videoconferencing integration. Wireless webcam connection to devices in
the room are now a reality with HHO, by connecting a USB Webcam directly to HHO you can reduce the USB cable
clutter on the conference room table. An additional disruptive feature “virtual-multicam” mode adds individual
streams to the VC call by leveraging cameras embedded in participants’ personal devices.
“We are delighted” - says Stefano Spattini CEO of HRT - “with the opportunity to collaborate with Granteq whose
stellar reputation in the areas of AV design consultancy, programming and installation - along with their long-term
presence in the region - represents a solid warranty for successful introduction of our technology into the many
vertical markets that they cover in the region, from corporate to hospitality education health and government.”
Organizations today prefer to have smarter meeting spaces to foster collaboration. Granteq’s partnership with HRT
is in line with creating simpler & smarter collaborative workspaces on the go. There are ample growth opportunities
in Middle East market for such collaborative work spaces, says Girish Narayanan, MD Granteq.
About HRT
The mission of HRT is to deliver technological solutions that create the most comfortable and effective experience for
wireless presentation and video communication in huddle rooms. With this goal in mind, HRT conceived Huddle Hub
One, the first product designed to supplement the current AV technologies in order to enhance the user experience.
Huddle Hub One brings huddle room collaboration to an unprecedented level of comfort, effectiveness and flexibility.
About Granteq
Granteq is a well-established and renowned Audio Visual (AV) and Unified Communications (UC) solutions provider,
specializing in Collaborative Technology Design, Integration and Managed Services.
Granteq’s areas of expertise include Enterprise TelePresence / Video Conferencing, Unified Communications, Control
Systems, Digital Media, Digital Signage, Video Walls, Interactive Touch Display Technology and Projection
Technologies.
For more information, please visit www.granteq.com
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